
Odyssey Ai One Cruiser Putters 
 

This Odyssey Ai-ONE Cruiser Line offers three distinct configurations for three different 
styles of putting (Cruiser, Arm Lock and Broomstick). All these putters feature our Ai-
ONE insert which delivers more consistent ball speeds, even from off- center hits, 
leaving putts closer to the hole.  
 

Features & Benefits 
 
AI-ONE INSERT  
Designed using Artificial Intelligence, we’ve created contours on the Aluminum backer of the 
insert which we co-mold to a White Hot Urethane striking surface to promote consistent ball 
speed across the face with the classic White Hot feel that Tour players and amateurs love.    
 
Ai WINDOW Our designers and engineers developed a Panlite window, which is a unique 
automotive grade polymer, that allows us to showcase the unique topology of the back of our 
insert.  
 
SL 140 AND 200 SHAFTS  
These heavier steel shafts are designed to complement the heavier heads, longer grips and 
longer overall lengths of these models.  
 
UNIQUE NAVY BLUE PVD FINISH  
These putters all feature a beautiful navy blue PVD finish that really sets them apart and gives 
them a premium look.  
 
INTERCHANGEABLE FRONT WEIGHTS Available in 5, 10, 15 and 20 grams these removable 
weights allow you to dial in your head weight to your exact preference. 
 

Ai One Cruiser Model Descriptions 
 
#7 CRUISER: The Ai-ONE #7 CRUISER is an iconic shape and a modern classic with an angular 
design that makes it very easy to align. This version has a 380-gram head and is built at 38” with 
a 17” grip intended to be choked up on. This configuration makes this face balanced putter 
extremely stable. This putter features our Ai-One insert with an aluminum backer and White 
Hot urethane striking surface and our new SL 140 Stroke Lab steel shaft.  
 
Double Wide: The Ai-ONE Double Wide CRUISER is a wider bodied blade that has become very 
popular with Tour players and amateur golfers alike. This version has a 380-gram head and is 
built at 38” with a 17” grip intended to be choked up on. This configuration makes this putter 
extremely stable. This putter features our Ai-One insert with an aluminum backer and White 
Hot urethane striking surface and our new SL 140 Stroke Lab steel shaft.  
 



Jailbird: The Jailbird CRUISER is a classic Odyssey shape that made a major splash on Tour last 
year. This version has a 380-gram head and is built at 38” with a 17” grip intended to be choked 
up on. This configuration makes this face balanced putter extremely stable. This putter features 
our Ai-One insert with an aluminum backer and White Hot urethane striking surface and our 
new SL 140 Stroke Lab steel shaft.  
 
#7 Arm Lock: The Ai-ONE #7 Arm Lock is an iconic shape and a modern classic with an angular 
design that makes it very easy to align. This version has a 380-gram head and is built at 42” with 
an Arm Lock grip intended to be rested on your forearm. This configuration makes this face 
balanced putter extremely stable. This putter features our Ai-One insert with an aluminum 
backer and White Hot urethane striking surface and our new SL 140 Stroke Lab steel shaft.  
 
#7 CS Broomstick: The Ai-ONE #7 CS Broomstick is an iconic shape and a modern classic with an 
angular design that makes it very easy to align. This version has a 450-gram head and is built at 
48” with a split Broomstick grip. This configuration makes this center shafted putter extremely 
stable. This putter features our Ai-One insert with an aluminum backer and White Hot urethane 
striking surface and our new SL 200 Stroke Lab steel shaft.  
 
 
 

 
 


